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105 Midterm-2 (Fall' 1997)

Answer all the quesions. You must show the reasoning wficlt.leads to your answer to get full'iliiii. 
Indicate'th, *r*rrt clearly and cross out work you fee! is wrong'

rfl l. A wire of the shape of y=s2 is rotating around its vertical a,ris with an angular veiocity 04, a
t 'J poi", n1u"r m is moving frictionlessly on the wire under the gravitational force.

(a) Write down the Lagrangian in terms of x and x ' (5 pts)

(b) Derive the equation of motion for x' (5 pa)

l( z. A satellite of mass m (m<<M) is launched from the Earth horizontally with a speed of vs into

an elliptic orbit (see figure below)'
lu) Wfiut are the'energy *d the angular momennrm of the satellite? .(5 pA)
(Ui Wttur is the farthesi disunce Rithat the satellite can reach? (5pa)

ici Wttat is the speed v1 of ttre sateliite-at-Rtl -(5 na)
Wtite Oo*n lfrf resoits in terms of G,-M, m, R, and ve. Here G, M, and R are the

gravitationJ ronrt*t" the mass of the Earth, and the radius of the Earth, respectively.

2O 3. A ma.ssless spring lsprilg constant k) is anached to a block of mass m1 which. is at rest.on a

frictioniess t"'Uf.."anbthjr block of mass m2, moving from the left with a velocity vg, collides

elasticallY with the first block
(a) Whaiis veiociry of the ce-nter of mass (CM)'-Yq?- (2 pF)-

bi wnat are the vdlocities of m1 and rnzil F" CM frarne? (lptt)
t.jWtt"lr the total mechanical energy of.thi; sy:Fm in the CM frarne? (5 ptt)
(ai Sno* that the total linear momentum in the CM frame is.zero.--(5. pts) 

_

("j Wft"ft the ma,rimum compression of the spring during the collision? (5 pts)

Vg-rfiffi

!/'

A particle is projected horizontaliy towards the east at a height of h above the surface of the

Earth at a norrhern latitude l, with a velocity of magnitude vg, show that the lateral deflection

when the particle strikes the earth i5 d=(2hv6oxin),)/g. Here ol is the spinning angular velociry

of the earth. (i0 pa)
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